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The NORTON pcANYWHERE for 
Windows

The Communication Tool -- Made 
Easy for Everyday Use

The Norton pcANYWHERE 1.0 for Windows is the remote 
communications tool -- made easy for everyday use.    It 
provides fast, reliable support for both Windows and DOS 
applications -- including full-screen DOS applications.    The 
Windows graphical user interface is clear, intuitive and 
simple.    It provides visual representation of key concepts, 
making it easy to learn and use -- reducing learning time and 
training costs.    The new fully automated install gets the user 
up and running in minutes.    Drag-n-drop technology makes 
transferring files easy enough for even the least experienced 
users.    pcANYWHERE features a scripting language, a built-
in script editor, and a dramatic on-line reference/assist tool, 
making it easy to automate everyday tasks.    In addition, new 
network features like remote printing support and modem-
sharing for network users help maximize resources and 
improve productivity.

Several Different Features to Access/Control Another PC

By Modem; laptop or any PC

Across LAN; form a central location reach across the LAN

By direct connect; with a cable, join two computers to 
transfer files

Productivity and Performance

Norton pcANYWHERE is easy to learn and use -- an all in one 
communications tool.    It includes superior crash recovery, 
compression and error correction which makes connections 



fast and reliable.    pcANYWHERE also can support 15 
terminals and 8 protocols for your general communications 
needs.    You can now communicate with a user on the other 
end without the need for another phone line with the 
scrollable chat window.    Record screens or entire sessions 
for use in training to troubleshooting.    No matter how you 
choose to use Norton pcANYWHERE you'll find out how fun 
and easy it can be!

Minimum System Requirements:
CPU:    80286 or higher
RAM:    2 MB; 3 MB recommended
Hard disk space:    5 MB
Graphics card/monitor:    Any supported by Windows
Mouse:    Recommended
Operating system:    DOS 3.1 and Windows 3.0
Other:    n/a


